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ABSTRACT
The collective contributions of billions of users across the globe
each day result in an ever-changing web. In verticals like news
and real-time search, recency is an obvious significant factor for
ranking. However, traditional link-based web ranking algorithms
typically run on a single web snapshot without concern for user
activities associated with the dynamics of web pages and links.
Therefore, a stale page popular many years ago may still achieve
a high authority score due to its accumulated in-links. To rem-
edy this situation, we propose a temporal web link-based ranking
scheme, which incorporates features from historical author activ-
ities. We quantify web page freshness over time from page and
in-link activity, and design a web surfer model that incorporates
web freshness, based on a temporal web graph composed of mul-
tiple web snapshots at different time points. It includes authority
propagation among snapshots, enabling link structures at distinct
time points to influence each other when estimating web page au-
thority. Experiments on a real-world archival web corpus show our
approach improves upon PageRank in both relevance and freshness
of the search results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:H.3.3 [Information Storage
and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms: Algorithms, Performance

Keywords: Web search engine, temporal link analysis, web fresh-
ness, PageRank

1 Introduction
In a corpus of documents as large as the Web, relevance alone is
often insufficient to produce good rankings. Thus it is necessary
to differentiate pages, and for more than a decade search engines
have considered page authority in addition to relevance with re-
spect to queries (and other factors) in web search. Much previous
work [10, 23, 25] has been studied to estimate page authoritybased
on different assumptions and successfully generalized onto multi-
ple tasks [5, 9, 32]. However, most of these studies accumulated
the authority contributions only based on the evidence of links be-
tween pages, without considering the temporal aspects concealed
in pages and their connections.
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Freshness is important to the quality of much in our daily lives,
such as flowers and food. The same is also true for web page au-
thority estimation. Pages being fresh tend to be welcome. How-
ever, traditional link analysis algorithms such as PageRank [10] es-
timate page authority by simply accumulating contributions from
in-links on a static web link structure, without considering whether
pages are still fresh when web users search for them. Freshness
of web links is also important to link-based ranking algorithms.
The web is widely recognized as one of the networks in which
the rich get richer as the networks grow, leading to power law
effects [12]. Old pages have more time to attract in-links, but
may contain stale information. For example, as of this writing,
http://www.sigir2007.org/ has 902 in-links [33] while
http://www.sigir2010.org/ only has 208. Assuming the
same contribution from each in-link, methods like PageRankwould
render a higher authority score on the earlier version of theSIGIR
conference homepage.

In addition, some web spam research [31, 14] has recognized that
local link structures with sudden changes might indicate link spam.
A single web snapshot is unable to detect such changes and further
smooth or neutralize the undesirable influence automatically.

Motivated by these two points, in this work we propose an prob-
abilistic algorithm to estimate web page authority by considering
two temporal aspects. First, to avoid old pages from dominating
the authority scores, we keep track of web freshness over time from
two perspectives: (1) how fresh the page content is, referred to as
page freshness; and (2) how much other pages care about the tar-
get page, referred asin-link freshness. To achieve this, we mine
web authors’ maintenance activities on page content, such as the
creation and removal of out-links. Each activity is associated with
the time at which it occurs. We build up temporal profiles for both
pages and links. A random walk model is exploited to estimatethe
two predefined freshness measures. By modeling web freshness
from these two perspectives, we can bias the authority distribution
to fresh pages, and so neutralize the unfair preference toward old
pages by traditional link analysis ranking algorithms.

Second, we use multiple web snapshots at distinct time points,
instead of a single snapshot. To make the link graph more stable,
we connect multiple web snapshots by propagating authorityflows
among them, and so smooth the impact of sudden changes to par-
ticular snapshots on web page authority estimation. We exploit sev-
eral proximity-based density kernel functions to model such prop-
agation. Combining web freshness measures, we utilize a semi-
Markov process to model a web surfer’s behavior in selectingand
browsing web pages.

We show the superiority of our proposed approach by conduct-
ing experiments to evaluate the ranking performance of several rep-
resentative temporal web link-based ranking algorithms ona real-



world archival web data set. Experimental results demonstrate that
our method outperforms the original time-agnostic PageRank by
8% on both relevance and freshness of top 10 search results.

The contributions of this work are as follows.

• Quantify web freshness from authors’ maintenance activi-
ties on web content over time, from the perspectives of page
freshness and in-link freshness;

• Incorporate web freshness into authority propagation to favor
fresh pages;

• Explore a series of proximity-based density kernel functions
to model authority propagation among web snapshots;

• Conduct experiments on a real-world archival web data set
and show the superiority of our approach on ranking perfor-
mance in terms of both relevance and freshness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review
prior work in Section 2; introduce how we quantify web freshness
and how we incorporate it into a web surfer model to estimate time-
dependent web page authorities in Section 3; present how we set
up experiments in Section 4; and show the evaluation resultsof
our proposed ranking algorithm in Section 5. We conclude and
consider future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Link analysis which incorporates temporal aspects into search has
been studied in [35, 4, 13, 8, 6, 7, 34, 24, 1]. Yu et al.’s work
in [35] was among the earliest, which incorporated paper ageinto
quantifying paper authority to improve academic search. Inad-
dition to utilizing paper citations, the authors modified PageRank
by weighting each citation according to the citation date. How-
ever, their work only associated one type of activity, i.e.,link (cita-
tion) creation, into link analysis in the scenario of academic search.
Amitay et al. [4] attached a timestamp to each link, approximating
the age of the page’s content. However, they only gave bonus to
the links from fresh pages, rather than combining the freshness of
the page itself when estimate web page authority. Berberichet al.’s
work [8] focused on temporal aspects of both web pages and links
in web search via the web dynamics from page and link creation,
modification and deletion. They assumed users are equally inter-
ested in recency of information, in addition to the quality.Their
work specifically emphasized the freshness and activity of pages
and links. However, activities occurring at different timepoints are
not distinguished as long as they were all in the period of users’
temporal interests, which could span wide ranges.

Our work differs from prior work in two ways. First, we model
the web freshness from two different perspectives by building tem-
poral link profiles and temporal page profiles from multiple types
of activities over time. Second, the influence of activitieson web
freshness decays over time. We include some of these methods
(e.g., [35, 8]) for comparison in Section 5.

Another direction in link analysis which incorporates temporal
factors is to directly utilize or mine trends from multiple snapshots
of the archival web [6, 7, 34, 24]. Berberich et al. [6] analyzed
the potential of page authority by fitting an exponential model of
page authority. The success with which web pages attract in-links
from others in a given period becomes an indicator of the pageau-
thority in the future. However, one problem is how to normalize
page authority at different time points, such that they are compara-
ble. To solve it, Berberich et al. [7] normalized PageRank scores
by dividing them by the minimum authority score in the same web
snapshot, so that the minimum normalized PageRank score of the
page in any snapshot equals 1.

Yang et al. [34] proposed a new framework which utilizes a ki-
netic model to explain the evolution of page authority over time
from a physical point of view. The page authorities are viewed as
objects subject to both “driving force” and “resistance”, and so the
page authority at any time point can be a combination of the cur-
rent authority score resulting from “driving force” and thedecayed
historical authority score from “resistance”. Empirical experiments
demonstrated that authority estimation can benefit from increasing
use of archival web content. However, their method did not con-
sider the accumulation of incomparable authority scores caused by
the inconsistent numbers of the pages in distinct snapshots. Other
than web search, the idea of propagation of authority flows among
different snapshots has been found in some other domains, such as
social network analysis. Li and Tang [24] modeled the decayed ef-
fects of old publications in expertise search by allowing authority
exchange only between successive snapshots of the time-varying
social networks.

Our work differs from these in two ways. First, in our method
each page in any snapshot is directly influenced by the same page
in all the snapshots in a one-step transition decayed by timediffer-
ence. This process captures a comprehensive interaction between
pages at different time points naturally. Second, we propose and
evaluate a series of proximity-based kernel functions to control the
authority propagation among multiple snapshots. Again, wecom-
pare to some of these approaches (e.g., [6, 34, 24]) in Section 5.

Many link analysis methods compute page authority by a
stochastic process via the link structure of the web. However, Liu et
al. [25] utilized users’ browsing behaviors to calculate page author-
ity from a continuous-time Markov process which combines both
how likely a web surfer reaches a page and how long the web surfer
stays on a page. Their follow-up work [17] generalizes the page
importance framework to be a semi-Markov process in which how
long a web surfer stays on a page can partially depend on where
the surfer comes from in one step transition. Since our work mod-
els web freshness from both how fresh a page is and how well other
pages care about a particular page over time, we incorporatethese
two aspects into a semi-Markov process, which can model a tempo-
ral web surfer behavior in a natural and adaptive way. Other related
work includes exploring temporal aspects of web behaviors [2] and
utilizing the evolution patterns of pages and links to benefit web-
based applications [16].

3 Methodology
In this section, we propose a temporal ranking model (denoted as
T-Fresh) to incorporate web freshness and link structures at dif-
ferent time points into web page authority estimation. The main
idea of T-Fresh is to utilize authors’ maintenance activities on web
pages and links to estimate web freshness at different time points,
and then incorporate them into time-dependent page authority es-
timation by following proximity-based authority propagation rules
on the time axis. T-Fresh outputs an authority score for eachpage
at every predefined time point. The authority is estimated inan
approximated way, partly depending on the link structure and web
freshness of nearby snapshots, with the ones at farther timepoints
having smaller influence.

3.1 Representing Web Freshness Over Time

As introduced in Section 1, web freshness reflects how fresh aweb
page is at a given time pointti by in-link freshness (InF) and page
freshness (PF). The reasons we separate these two web freshness
measures are: (1) InF and PF depict web freshness from the per-
spectives of information recommenders and information providers
respectively; and (2) it prevents one type of web freshness from



Infl. on Gain of
Link activity p’s InF p’s InF

1 creation of linkl : q → p ↑↑↑ 3
2 update on linkl : q → p (changed anchor) ↑↑ 2
3 update on linkl : q → p (unchanged anchor) ↑ 1.5
4 removal of linkl : q → p ↓↓ -0.5

Infl. on Gain of
Page activity q’s PF q’s PF

1 creation of pageq ↑↑↑ 3
2 update on pageq ↑ 1.5
3 removal of pageq ↓↓ -0.5

Table 1:Activities on pages and links and their influence on web freshness.
(The link l points from pageq to pagep. ↑: positive influence on web
freshness.↓: negative influence on web freshness. The number of↑ or ↓
indicates the magnitude.)

dominating a single freshness score. Given a web pagep, we as-
sume that each update onp’s parent pageq is a direct validation of
the link fromq to p, and so an update onq implies thatq pays atten-
tion to all of its out-linked pages, includingp. Hence, we use InF to
represent the attention fromp’s in-link pages, which is computed
from the accumulation of activities on all thep’s parent pages up to
ti. Unlike InF, PF represents how freshp is up toti based on the
activities on pagep itself. For every pagep at ti, it associates with
InF and PF, denoted asInF (p)ti

andPF (p)ti
.

3.1.1 Building Temporal Page and Link Profiles

In order to compute InF and PF, we generate temporal page profiles
(TPP) and temporal link profiles (TLP) in a manner inspired by
Amitay et al. [4]. TPP and TLP record the web authors’ activities
on the pages and links over time. Given a pagep, each item on its
TPP records evidence of some type of activity onp at a specific time
point. It is written as a 3-tuple<page ID, activity type,
timestamp>, whereactivity type∈{creation, update, re-
moval}. Given a linkl with its associated anchortext, TLP records
the evidence of some type of activity onl at a specific time
point. Each item on TLP can similarly be represented as the 3-
tuple<link ID, activity type, timestamp>, where
activity type∈{creation, update with unchanged anchor, up-
date with changed anchor, removal}. In this way, each link and
page is associated with a series of timestamped activities.Table 1
summarizes the influence of these activities on web freshness.

3.1.2 Quantifying Web Freshness

Based on TPP and TLP, we next quantify web freshness, i.e., InF
and PF. In order to simplify analysis, we separate the continuous
time axis into discrete time points, e.g.,(t0, t1, . . . , tn, . . .), with
a unit time interval∆t between successive time points, i.e.,∆t =
ti − ti−1. Web freshness at any time pointti is dependent on (1)
the web freshness atti−1, and (2) the activities on TPP and TLP,
which occur betweenti−1 andti. When∆t is small enough, it is
reasonable to assume that any activities in[ti−1, ti] occur atti. In
this way, we map all the web activities onto discrete time points.
For web freshness atti−1, we assume it decays exponentially over
time. Thus,InF (p)ti

andPF (p)ti
can be given by:

InF (p)ti
= β1e

−β2∆tInF (p)ti−1
+ ∆InF (p)|ti

ti−1
(1)

PF (p)ti
= β3e

−β4∆tPF (p)ti−1
+ ∆PF (p)|ti

ti−1
(2)

where∆PF (p)|ti
ti−1

and∆InF (p)|ti
ti−1

are the incremental fresh-

ness scores from the activities in[ti−1, ti], andβ1e
−β2∆t is a co-

efficient that controls the decay of historical web freshness.

In the next step, we compute the incremental in-link freshness
∆InF (p)|ti

ti−1
for the given pagep. Since in-link freshness de-

pends on the activities on TLP, we compute∆InF (p)|ti
ti−1

by ac-
cumulating all the activities onp’s in-links in [ti−1, ti]. Let Cj(l)
be the number of thejth type of link activity on linkl in [ti−1, ti].
Let wj be the unit contribution of thejth type of link activity. The
incremental in-link freshness is written as:

∆InF0(p)|ti
ti−1

=
X

l:q→p

X

j∈LA

wjCj(l) (3)

whereLA is the set of link activity types. However, it is not enough
to propagate such influence in one step; we additionally propagate
in-link activities in an iterative way, leading to smootherin-link
freshness scores. Let∆InF0(p)|ti

ti−1
in Equation 3 be an initial

score. For each iteration, every page receives in-link freshness
scores from its parent pages, and also holds its initial score. The
process converges and produces a stable score for every pagede-
termined by both its parents’ scores and its own in-link activities.
Thus, the incremental in-link freshness is given by:

∆InF (p)|ti
ti−1

= λInF ∆InF0(p)|ti
ti−1

+(1 − λInF )
X

l:q→p

mqp∆InF (q)|ti
ti−1

(4)

wheremqp is the weight on the link fromq to p. Equation 4 is
actually the personalized PageRank (PPR) [19]. We use one-step
transition probability fromq to p based on link structure to repre-
sentmqp, where

P

mq∗ = 1 if q has at least one out-link.
We next compute the incremental page freshness∆PF (p)|ti

ti−1
.

Similar to∆InF (p)|ti
ti−1

, we argue that how fresh one page is de-
pends on both the page itself and its out-linked pages, sincethe
out-linked pages are extensions of the current page. We thusprop-
agate page freshness backward through links in an iterativeway.
For each iteration, every page receives page freshness scores from
its out-linked pages, and also holds its initial score. Thisprocess
converges finally and generates a stable page freshness score on ev-
ery page. LetC′

j(p) be the number of thejth type of page activity
on p in time period[ti−1, ti]. Let w′

j be the unit contribution of
thejth type of page activity. The initial incremental page freshness
scorePF0(p)|ti

ti−1
is defined as:

∆PF0(p)|ti
ti−1

=
X

j∈PA

w′
jC

′
j(p) (5)

wherePA is the set of page activity types. The incremental page
freshness is given by:

∆PF (q)|ti
ti−1

= λPF ∆PF0(q)|
ti
ti−1

+(1 − λPF )
X

l:q→p

m′
qp∆PF (p)|ti

ti−1
(6)

where m′
qp is the weight on the link fromq to p. We use the

inverted one-step transition probability to representm′
qp, where

P

m′
∗p = 1 if page p has at least one in-link. Once achiev-

ing ∆InF (p)|ti
ti−1

and∆PF (p)|ti
ti−1

, we computeInF (p)ti
and

PF (p)ti
by Equation 1 and 2.

3.2 Temporal Ranking Model

Now that we quantify web freshness at distinct time points, the next
problem comes to how to utilize web freshness to control authority
propagation in an archival link graph, so that we achieve a time-
dependent authority score for every page.

We start by describing a “temporal random surfer model” which
motivates our method T-Fresh. The “temporal random surfer
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Figure 1: The process of T-Fresh. Each node represents one web page.

model” is similar to the “random surfer model”, which explains
PageRank [10]. However, our surfer model differs from the tra-
ditional model in two aspects. First, the web surfer has specific
temporal intent, which controls her choice of target snapshot. Note
that the surfer’s temporal intent varies with her current snapshot.
Second, the web surfer prefers fresh web resources. Figure 1de-
picts one simple example of how the surfer behaves on an archival
web of four snapshots.

Consider a web surfer wandering on an archival web corpus,
which includes multiple web snapshots collected at different time
points (t0, t1, . . ., tn). For every move, the surfer takes the fol-
lowing steps. First, she can choose either to follow one of the out-
linked pages or to randomly jump to any page at the same time
point. However, unlike PageRank in which a web surfer has equal
probabilities to follow out-going links, the preference ofour surfer
choosing out-going links is a function of the page freshnessof out-
linked pages. Consider the example in Figure 1. Suppose the surfer
is currently on pageA at t2. She follows the link toB at t2 (solid
link) with probability (1 − d)Ft2(B, A), whereFt2(B, A) is a
function which depends on the page freshness of allA’s out-linked
pages att2 and

P

P :A→P Ft2(P, A) = 1. The probability that the
surfer randomly jumps to any page within snapshott2, such asB,
is d/Nt2 , whereNt2 is the total number of pages att2.

After the surfer reaches the page chosen in the first step, shenext
selects the specific snapshot of the page to which to jump based
on her temporal intent, which correlates to the time difference be-
tween the current snapshot and the target snapshot. This process
propagates authority among snapshots and uses the link structure at
one time point to influence the authority computation at other time
points. The propagation decays with time difference between snap-
shots. For the example in Figure 1 (dashed bi-directed links), sup-
pose the surfer reachesB att2 after the first step, she can jump toB
at any time point as long as it exists, i.e.,t2, t1, andt0. Specifically,
the probability that she jumps toB at t1 is written asPt1|t2(B),
which depends on the time difference betweent1 andt2.

Once the surfer reaches the page at the chosen time point, e.g.,
pageB att1, she browses it with the mean stay timeµt1(B), which
incorporatesB’s in-link freshness att1 before the next move.

In this way, the surfer’s behavior on the archival web can be sep-
arated as (1) moving from one page to another; and (2) stayingon a
page and browsing it. It leads to the semi-Markov process [30] for
page authority estimation.

Definition 1. A semi-Markov process is defined as a process that
can be in any one ofN states1, 2, . . ., N , and each time it enters

a statei it remains there for a random amount of time having mean
µi, and then makes a transition into statej with probabilityPij .

Suppose the time that the process spends on each state is 1; then
the semi-Markov process leads to a Markov chain. Assuming all
states in such a Markov chain communicate with each other, the
process can generate a stationary probabilityπi for any statei. The
long-run proportion of time that the original semi-Markov process
is in statei is given by:

A(i) =
πiµi

PN

j=1
πjµj

, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (7)

This solution divides the time-dependent page authority estimation
into (1) computing the stationary probability that a surferreaches
every page in the archival corpus; and (2) computing the meantime
of a surfer staying on every page.

3.2.1 Estimating Stationary Probability

We now introduce the computation of probabilityπp,ti
that a web

surfer enters a pagep at snapshotti. In the first step of each move,
the surfer reaches pagep at any time pointtj by: (1) followingp’s
in-link at tj to reachp; (2) jumping from any page attj to p at tj .

Ptj
(Follow|q) = (1 − d), Ptj

(p|q, Follow) = Ftj
(p, q) (8)

Ptj
(Jump|q) = d, Ptj

(p|q, Jump) = 1/Ntj
(9)

whered is 0.15 by default.Ftj
(p, q) is the web surfer’s preference

for following out-linked pages. Intuitively, fresh web resources are
likely to attract surfer’s attention. We defineFtj

(p, q) as:

Ftj
(p, q) =

PFtj
(p)

P

p′:q→p′|tj
PFtj

(p′)
(10)

In the second step of each move, the surfer reaches pagep at ti

from pagep at tj is given by:

Pti|tj
(p) =

w(ti, tj)
P

q∈Vi,q∈Vj
w(ti, tj)

(11)

whereVi andVj are the sets of pages at time pointti andtj respec-
tively, andw(ti, tj) is the weight that represents the influence be-
tween the snapshots atti andtj . Motivated by previous work [15,
22, 26, 28] which used proximity-based methods, we considersix
kernel functions to model the authority propagation between snap-
shots: gaussian kernel (equation 12), triangle kernel (equation 13),
cosine kernel (equation 14), circle kernel (equation 15), passage
kernel (equation 16) and PageRank kernel (equation 17). We for-
mally define them as follows.

w1(ti, tj) = exp

»

−
(ti − tj)

2

2|T |2

–

(12)

w2(ti, tj) = 1 −
|ti − tj |

|T |
(13)

w3(ti, tj) =
1

2

»

1 + cos

„

|ti − tj |π

|T |

«–

(14)

w4(ti, tj) =

s

1 −

„

|ti − tj |

|T |

«2

(15)

w5(ti, tj) = 1 (16)



w6(ti, tj) =



0.85 ti = tj
0.15

|T−1|
ti 6= tj

(17)

where |T | is the window size of one step authority propagation
between snapshots. Other than Equation 12, all kernels require
|ti − tj | < |T |; that is, the one step authority propagation proceeds
only within a window of a specified size. Larger|T | results in more
choices for the web surfer at each move between snapshots, while
smaller|T | leads to influence mainly from nearby time points. In
this work we set|T | to the total number of snapshots involved in
authority propagation by default.

Combining the analysis above, the probability that a web surfer
reaches pagep at snapshotti can be written as:

πp,i =
X

tj∈Ti

Pti|tj
(p)

X

q:q→p|tj

Ptj
(Follow|q)Ptj

(p|q, Follow)

+
X

tj∈Ti

Pti|tj
(p)

X

q|tj

Ptj
(Jump|q)Ptj

(p|q, Jump)

=
X

tj∈Ti

Pti|tj
(p)

×

»

(1 − d)
X

q:q→p|tj

F ′
tj

(p, q)πq,j + d
X

q|tj

πq,j

Ntj

–

(18)

whereTi is the set of snapshots which can directly distribute au-
thority to ti within one step. Based on the surfer’s behavior, this
Markov process guarantees all states to communicate with each
other, leading to a transition matrix that is irreducible and aperi-
odic [30]. As a result, it converges and generates a stationary prob-
ability on every page existing in any snapshot.

3.2.2 Estimating Staying Time

Pages with more in-link activity are likely to attract a surfer to
spend time browsing it. We assume the web surfer prefers fresh
web resources, and so the mean time (µp,i) of the surfer staying
on pagep at ti can be proportional top’s web freshness atti. As
discussed in Section 3.2.1, the web surfer prefers pages with high
page freshness when choosing among out-going links; we use in-
link freshness to model the time of a surfer staying on a web page.
In this way, pages with both high in-link freshness and page fresh-
ness are more likely to be given high authority scores. Specifically,
we utilize a sliding window and computep’s weighted in-link fresh-
ness centroid within it as the estimation ofµp,i, which is formally
given by

µp,i = k
X

tj∈T ′

ti

w′(ti, tj)InF (p)tj
(19)

whereT ′
ti

is the set of snapshots included in the sliding window
centered onti, and

P

tj∈T ′

ti

w′(ti, tj) = 1. In this work we eval-

uate one special case, in whichw′(ti, tj) = 1

|T ′

ti
|

for anytj ∈ T ′
ti

.

In this way, the authority scoreA(i) in Equation 7 is determined by
bothπp,i in Equation 18 andµp,i in Equation 19.

4 Experimental Setup
4.1 Data set and Evaluation

Many standard data sets such as TREC [27] usually only contain
one snapshot of a web corpus, and so are not suitable to show the
effectiveness of ranking models utilizing temporal information. To
evaluate our proposed method, we utilize a corpus of archival web
pages in the.ie domain collected by Internet Archive [20] from
January 2000 to December 2007. This corpus contains 158 million

Notation of T-Fresh variants: T-Fresh(kernel, window, snapshot)
kernel The kernel controlling authority propagation among

different web snapshots, wherekernel ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
window The window size used in calculating average in-link

freshness for estimating staying time, wherewindow ∈ N
snapshot The number of months spanned over the temporal graph

where1 ≤ snapshot ≤ 88 (from Jan. 2000 to Apr. 2007)

Table 2:Notation of T-Fresh variants.

unique web pages, and approximately 12 billion temporal links.
To avoid the influence of transient web pages, we extract one web
graph for each month from the sub-collection of pages for which we
have at least 5 crawled copies. These graphs comprise a collection
of 3.8M unique pages and 435M temporal links in total.

For ranking evaluation, we chooseApril 2007 as our time
period of interest. Ninety queries are selected from a set ofsources,
including those frequently used by previous researchers, and pop-
ular queries from Google Trends [18]. For each query, we have
an average of 84.6 URLs judged by at least one worker of Ama-
zon’s Mechanical Turk [3]. When human editors judge each pair of
<query,URL>, they are required to give a score based on (1) how
relevant the page is to the query; and (2) how fresh the page would
be as a result for the requested time period. The relevance score is
selected from amonghighly relevant, relevant, borderline, not rel-
evantandnot related, which is translated to an integer gain from
4 to 0. A page with score higher than 2.5 is marked as relevant.
Similar to the relevance judgement, the freshness score is selected
from very fresh, fresh, borderline, stale,andvery stale, which we
translate into an integer scaled from 4 to 0. A page with a score
higher than 2.5 is marked as fresh. All human editors were asked
to give the confidence of their provided judgments, in the selection
of high, medium and low. Judgements with low confidence are not
included in ranking evaluation. A random sample with 76<query,
URL> pairs judged by 3 editors show that the average standard de-
viations of relevance and freshness judgements are 0.88 and1.02
respectively.

Based on these judgements, we evaluate the ranking quality of
our approach on both relevance and freshness over the Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [21] metric. It penalizes the
highly relevant or fresh documents appearing at lower positions.
Precision@k is also utilized to measure the ranking quality, which
calculates the number of relevant or fresh documents withinthe top
k results across all queries.

4.2 Compared Methods

To show the effectiveness of T-Fresh, we compare with PageR-
ank [10] (the baseline) and several representative link-based rank-
ing algorithms, which incorporate temporal information, includ-
ing TimedPageRank [35], T-Rank [8], BuzzRank [6], Temporal-
Rank [34], and T-Random [24]. All these algorithms combine with
Okapi BM2500 [29] linearly by ranks, defined as:

(1 − γ)rankauthority(p) + γrankBM (p)

The parameters used in Okapi BM2500 are the same as Cai et
al. [11]. The variants of T-Fresh are summarized in Table 2.

4.3 Web Activity Detection

While accurate web maintenance activities might be recorded on
Web servers’ logs, we must infer such activities from the compar-
ison between successive web snapshots in this work. Specifically,
we assume that each page was created at the time at which it was
first crawled, and each link was created when it was first found. Al-
though some pages can automatically change a portion of its con-



tent in every crawl, we suppose one page has an update when its
content has any difference from the previous version, or itsmeta-
data can show the last-modified time is after the crawling time of
the previous one. To identify the link update, we simply assume
that once a page has an update, all its out-links are considered to
be updated. We admit that perfect quantification of link update ac-
tivity may depend on a variety of factors, including the distance
to page blocks being changed, page editing concentration inferred
from content maintenance patterns, and so on. We leave the sen-
sitivity of web activity detection accuracy on ranking performance
to future work. We also assume that a page disappears when its
returned HTTP response code is 4xx or 5xx. While the gain as-
sociated with each type of link and page activity can influence the
ranking performance, as a preliminary study, we define thesegains
in Table 1, and again leave the sensitivity of ranking performance
with respect to gains on web activity to future work.

5 Experimental Results
In this section, we report the results of our ranking evaluation and
compare T-Fresh to representative link-based algorithms.Results
demonstrate that by incorporating web freshness and propagating
authority among different web snapshots, we can achieve more rel-
evant and fresh search results.

5.1 Correlation of InF and PF

As introduced in Section 3.1.2, each page in the temporal graph
is associated with InF and PF. A reasonable criteria for the good
estimation of InF and PF would be their potential capabilityof pre-
dicting future web activities even though the correlation between
them would be rather small. To better consider this idea, we com-
pute the average correlation between web freshness scores at t and
web activities at future time points, i.e.,t + 1, t + 2, etc., given by
Equation 3 and 5.

From Figure 2(a),∆PF |tt−1 and future in-link activity show
positive correlation, with the strength inversely proportional to the
time difference between the incremental page freshness andfuture
in-link activities. In most cases, the correlation is maximized when
λPF andλInF are 0.6. It indicates pages can achieve freshness
scores from both activities on themselves and their neighbor pages
via propagation. The correlations between∆InF |tt−1 and future
page activities show similar trends (Figure 2(b)). One may notice
that the average correlation between∆PF |tt−1 and in-link activi-
ties att+1 is 0.0519, which is higher than that between∆InF |tt−1

and page activities att + 1 over 13.5%. One interpretation is that a
page with very fresh content tends to attract new in-links orexist-
ing in-links to validate in next time periods. From Figure 2(c) and
(d), the cumulative web freshness scores can show stronger corre-
lation to future web activities, varying with the decay parameterβ2

andβ4 given β1 = β3 = 1 constantly. For bothPFt andInFt,
the correlations achieve the highest whenβ2 andβ4 are 1 in most
cases. To meet our criteria of good estimation about web freshness,
we setλPF = λInF = 0.6 andβ2 = β4 = 1 in the following
ranking evaluation.

5.2 Ranking Performance

Figure 3 demonstrates the ranking performance in terms of rele-
vance and freshness on metric P@10 over all the compared al-
gorithms, under the variance of combination parameterγ from
0.8 to 1. The variant of T-Fresh we choose for comparison is
T-Fresh(1,1,30). For relevance evaluation, PageRank achieves its
highest P@10 at 0.4894 whenγ is 0.97. T-Fresh performs the best
among all the algorithms, achieving its highest P@10 at 0.5051
whenγ is 0.91, exceeding PageRank by 3.2%. The TimedPageR-
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Figure 2: Correlation between web freshness and future web activities.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of P@10 with respect to combination parameterγ.

ank places second on metric P@10, which reaches 0.5031 whenγ
is 0.92. Under the combination parameter achieving the bestP@10
for every method, we compare the ranking performance over all
metrics in Table 3. T-Fresh performs the best among all the algo-
rithms over all the metrics. Specifically, it outperforms PageRank
over 24.7%, 17.8% and 7.8%, in terms of NDCG@3, NDCG@5
and NDCG@10. Single-tailed student t-tests at a confidence level
of 95% demonstrate the improvements are statistically significant
over PageRank on NDCG@3, NDCG@5 and NDCG@10, with p-
values 0.0001, 0.0001, 0.0016 respectively.

For freshness evaluation, Figure 3(b) shows ranking performance
on metric P@10, varying with combination parameterγ. T-Fresh
demonstrates a stable trend for P@10, which exceeds PageRank
on all the experimental points. Unlike relevance evaluation in
which improvements of other temporal link-based algorithms are



Relevance
Method P@10 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10
BM25 0.4695 0.2478 0.2740 0.3344

PageRank 0.4894 0.2589 0.2840 0.3457
BuzzRank 0.4770 0.2770 0.2980 0.3460

TemporalRank 0.4841 0.2706 0.2875 0.3524
TimedPageRank 0.5031 0.2830 0.3063 0.3587

T-Random 0.4904 0.2690 0.2877 0.3495
T-rank 0.4875 0.2669 0.2870 0.3496

T-Fresh(1,1,30) 0.5051 0.3229 0.3347 0.3729
Freshness

Method P@10 NDCG@3 NDCG@5 NDCG@10
BM25 0.3138 0.2137 0.2379 0.2805

PageRank 0.3325 0.1946 0.2345 0.2838
BuzzRank 0.3327 0.2043 0.2234 0.2797

TemporalRank 0.3473 0.2312 0.2510 0.2992
TimedPageRank 0.3398 0.2443 0.2514 0.2972

T-Random 0.3316 0.2054 0.2403 0.2879
T-rank 0.3356 0.2269 0.2498 0.2950

T-Fresh(1,1,30) 0.3412 0.2411 0.2662 0.3076

Table 3:Performance Comparison.

not obvious, more methods can produce fresher search results than
PageRank. One reason is that these temporal link-based algo-
rithms incorporate diverse temporal factors which favor fresh web
pages. T-Fresh reaches its best P@10 at 0.3412 whenγ is 0.88,
which is only inferior to TemporalRank with its highest P@10at
0.3473 whenγ is 0.98. PageRank has its best P@10 at 0.3325
whenγ is 0.97. With individual best combination parameterγ on
P@10, we compare all the ranking algorithms over other metrics
in Table 3. T-Fresh outperforms PageRank in terms of NDCG@3,
NDCG@5 and NDCG@10 over 23.8%, 13.5% and 8.3%, with p-
values 0.0090, 0.0260 and 0.0263 respectively. One observation
is the performance of PageRank on metric NDCG@3 is extremely
low while its performance on NDCG@5 and NDCG@10 are not
so bad. We infer that stale web pages can achieve high authority
scores by PageRank, and so dominate top positions in search re-
sults.

5.3 Deeper Analysis

We study the effects of propagation kernels and window sizesused
in staying time estimation on ranking performance in this section.

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the best ranking performance of T-
Fresh(*,1,*) on metric NDCG@10 for relevance and freshness. For
most kernels, the relevance performance improves with the time
span of the temporal graph, and reaches the highest in[30, 60], i.e.,
from 2.5 to 5 years. The improvements upon using single snap-
shot are 4.9%, 4.1%, 4.2%, 4.9%, 5.0% and 2.8% for gaussian,
triangle, cosine, circle, passage and PageRank kernels respectively.
Passage kernel renders both a stable and best overall performance,
followed by gaussian and circle kernels. Results from triangle and
cosine kernels show larger fluctuations over time span of thetempo-
ral graph. Combining with the kernel expressions defined in Equa-
tions 12-17, we conclude that the ranking performance with respect
to relevance can take advantage of appropriate emphasis on author-
ity propagation among far away snapshots.

The ranking performance on freshness shows similar trends to
relevance, though the variance is typically larger. Exceptfor
PageRank kernel, all others achieve their highest performance in
the time interval[30, 60]. Passage kernel gets the best performance
0.3171 on metric NDCG@10 by outperforming the baseline (using
a single snapshot) by 4.5%. One observation is that the perfor-
mance of PageRank kernel suddenly falls down to around 0.295
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Figure 4: T-Fresh(*,1,*): Sensitivity of NDCG@10 with respect to kernel
for authority propagation.

when the graph time span is beyond 30 months. One possible
reason is that the authority propagation among any distinctweb
snapshots become very weak in PageRank kernel when the graph
time span is large enough, and so historical link structuresonly
have tiny influence on page authority estimation at the current time
point. In addition, the freshness performance tends to stablize when
the graph time span is over 70 months, which indicates temporal
web graphs with long time span render more stable ranking perfor-
mance on freshness, and it reflects the long-term freshness of web
resources.

Figures 5(a) and (b) show the best ranking performance of T-
Fresh(5,*,*) on metric NDCG@10 in terms of relevance and fresh-
ness. For relevance evaluation, our results demonstrate: (1) To use
the average in-link freshness on several adjacent time points is bet-
ter than to use it at a single time point when estimating staying time.
We infer that average in-link freshness can render a good estimation
about how active the page in-links are during a time period; (2) It
does harm to ranking performance on relevance when the window
size is too large; (3) Large window sizes result in large variance of
ranking performance when varying the number of snapshots inthe
temporal web graph; (4) The ranking performance improves with
the increase of graph time span in general for all the window sizes.
For freshness evaluation, a clear trend in Figure 5(b) showsthat a
larger window size used in staying time estimation helps generate
fresher search results with smaller deviation.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Dynamic web resources can reflect how active web pages are over
time. From the perspectives of in-links and the page itself,we quan-
tify web freshness from web creators’ activities. We argue that web
freshness is an important attribute of web resources and canbene-
fit a series of time-sensitive applications including archival search,
news ranking, twitter message recommendation, tag recommenda-
tion and so on.

In this work we propose a temporal web link-based ranking al-
gorithm to estimate time-dependent web page authority. It incorpo-
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Figure 5: T-Fresh(5,*,*): Sensitivity of NDCG@10 with respect to window
size used in the stay time estimation.

rates web freshness at multiple time points to bias the web surfer’s
behavior on a temporal graph composed of multiple web snapshots.
Experiments on a real-world archival corpus demonstrate its superi-
ority over PageRank on both relevance and freshness by 17.8%and
13.5% in terms of NDCG@5. Results show ranking performance
can benefit more from long-term historical web freshness andlink
structure. The best period covers the past 2.5 to 5 years.

There are a few interesting extensions. The web surfer’s tem-
poral interest changes with her position in this work. We could
fix her temporal interest, and use the estimated authority score to
support archival search, which can select highly authoritative page
instances that best match a specific temporal interest, in addition to
relevance to a given query. On the other hand, the historicalinfor-
mation at the Internet Archive comes from an external sourcefor
commercial search engines, which means a large amount of pages
may lack archival copies. In the future, we hope to find a way to
mitigate the gap caused by some pages having archival copiesand
some without in the searching process, so that the method canbe
applicable to search engines seamlessly.
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